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The dynamics of dark-bright solitons beyond the mean-field approximation is investigated. We
first examine the case of a single dark-bright soliton and its oscillations within a parabolic trap.
Subsequently, we move to the setting of collisions, comparing the mean-field approximation to that
involving multiple orbitals in both the dark and the bright component. Fragmentation is present
and significantly affects the dynamics, especially in the case of slower solitons and in that of lower
atom numbers. It is shown that the presence of fragmentation allows for bipartite entanglement
between the distinguishable species. Most importantly the interplay between fragmentation and
entanglement leads to the splitting of each of the parent mean-field dark-bright solitons, placed off-
center within the parabolic trap, into a fast and a slow daughter solitary wave. The latter process is in
direct contrast to the predictions of the mean-field approximation. A variety of excitations including
dark-bright solitons in multiple (concurrently populated) orbitals is observed. Dark-antidark states
and domain-wall-bright soliton complexes can also be observed to arise spontaneously in the beyond
mean-field dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, atomic Bose-Einstein con-
densates (BECs) have offered an ideal testbed for the
exploration of coherent structures relevant to nonlinear
wave systems [1, 2]. Most of these entities have not only
been theoretically predicted but also in many case ex-
amples experimentally verified [3–5]. Some of the most
notable ones are the bright [6–8], dark [9] and gap [10]
matter-wave solitons. Higher dimensional analogues of
these structures have also been examined, such as vor-
tices [11, 12], solitonic vortices and vortex rings [13].
Although the main emphasis of study has been the
case of single component systems, in recent years, the
study of multi-component variants has also gained a sig-
nificant traction [2]. There, new fundamental waveforms
may arise such as the symbiotic dark-bright (DB) soliton
in self-defocusing media (where a bright wave would not
exist, yet it survives being confined by the dark compo-
nent) [14]. Interestingly, the experimental study of such
states was initiated considerably earlier in nonlinear op-
tics, per the observation of DB solitary wave structures
and their molecules [15, 16]. More recently, atomic BECs
enabled a wide variety of relevant studies initially moti-
vated by the theoretical study of [17]. In particular, the
experimental realization of DBs [18] was followed by a
series of experiments exploring the dynamics and prop-
erties of these states including in-trap oscillations of the
solitons, their spontaneous generation (e.g. via counter-
flow experiments) and their interactions both with other
DBs and with external potential barriers [19–24].
A natural question that has emerged in connection
with solitary waves concerns the fate of these types of
excitations in the presence of quantum fluctuations [25–
28]. In atomic BECs, this has been considered for bright
solitons [29–38], and dark solitons [39–43], in trapped set-
tings, as well as in the presence of optical lattices [44, 45].
A number of these works, including [46] among others,
has also explored the role of quantum fluctuations and
higher orbitals in the presence of solitonic interactions.
Many of the resulting findings suggest that slower soli-
tons and smaller atom numbers result in significant devi-
ations from the mean-field, Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) limit.
However, to the best of our knowledge, such stud-
ies have not been performed in a systematic fashion
in multi-component settings and for associated solitary
wave structures. In that light, herein we explore the case
of DB solitons and their dynamics, as well as collisions
both at and beyond the mean-field limit. To incorporate
the quantum fluctuations stemming from the correlations
in the DB soliton dynamics, we employ the Multi-Layer
Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree Method
for bosons (ML-MCTDHB) [47, 48] designed for simu-
lating the quantum dynamics of bosonic mixtures. We
consider both the oscillation of a single DB solitary wave
in a trap, as well as the interaction of two symmetric soli-
tary waves inside a parabolic trap. We compare and con-
trast the findings of the mean-field case (where a single
orbital is effectively used in the dark- and bright- compo-
nents) with cases where multiple orbitals are used. In all
cases it is found that the initial mean-field DB solitons
split into daughter DB solitary waves, in contrast to the
well-known mean-field predictions. The robustness of the
presented results is ensured by exploring settings that in-
volve a higher number of orbitals thereby supporting the
validity of our approximation and of the observed beyond
mean-field excitations (see also Appendix B). Within the
employed multi-orbital approximation bipartite entangle-
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2ment (see [49, 50] and references therein) between the dis-
tinguishable species resulting from the spontaneous frag-
mentation of the DBs is generally present. More impor-
tantly it is the interplay between fragmentation and the
resulting entanglement which gives rise to the observed
dynamical structures.
The dynamics of a single DB soliton being initialized
off-center in the parabolic trap, is first analyzed. It is
shown that from the early stages of the dynamics the
initial DB solitary wave becomes both fragmented and
entangled, and consequently splits into two DB solitonic
fragments signalling its decay. This is in direct contrast
with the pure mean-field description where the DB soli-
ton remains intact for large propagation times. After the
splitting process novel structures of multi-orbital nature
emerge, such as dark-antidark states [51, 52], with the
latter corresponding to density humps on top of the BEC
background, and domain-walls (DW) [1, 2]. The corre-
sponding decay time increases for larger initial veloci-
ties thus approaching the mean-field limit. Furthermore
the lifetime of the DB entity decreases for larger particle
number imbalance (i.e. varying the number of atoms in
the dark soliton component upon keeping fixed the num-
ber of atoms in the respective bright counterpart). As
a next step the collisional dynamics between two DBs is
investigated. We find that in this case too, both fragmen-
tation and entanglement are evident from the beginning
of the dynamics. Perhaps more intriguingly, a variety of
unprecedented (and some unique to the multi-component
setting) states are identified, even if in a transient form
during our dynamical evolutions. These include among
others DB solitons in higher orbitals alone, DB solitons
involving both the lower and higher orbitals, DWs, as
well as dark-antidark type structures between the orbitals
of the same (dark) component. It is important to note
that in the cases reported significant fractions of popula-
tions arise in higher orbitals even among the 500 or 1000
atoms present in the dark component.
Our presentation proceeds as follows. Section II pro-
vides an overview of the setup and background, in which
we discuss the preparation of the DB solitons and related
states. Next, we present and discuss our numerical re-
sults for the single DB soliton dynamics (section III) and
the DB soliton collisions (section IV). Finally, in section
V, we provide our conclusions. Appendix A focuses on
the initial state preparation, while Appendix B is dedi-
cated to a discussion of our computational approach and
the convergence of our simulations.
II. SETUP AND BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Dark-bright solitons are non-linear excitations ob-
served in one-dimensional (1D) population-imbalanced
binary BECs. Such excitations are characterized by a
density depletion for the majority component (that we
will hereafter dub species D) of the BEC, accompanied
by a density accumulation for the minority component
(hereafter referred to as species B). In the mean-field ap-
proximation the prototypical 1D model where such states
can be found to arise [21], is a system of coupled GP equa-
tions, i.e. a vector variant of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation [53–55] with cubic nonlinearity. Each DB soli-
ton is characterized by its position x0j , its inverse width
dj , and by the so-called soliton’s phase angle aj . The lat-
ter is associated with the soliton’s velocity uj/c = sin aj ,
with c =
√
gn/m, being the speed of sound. Here, g
denotes the interparticle interaction, n refers to the local
particle density, and m is the particle mass.
In the following we assume NS DB solitons (with
NS = 1 and NS = 2 corresponding to a single and
two DB solitons respectively) embedded in a background
density, φ˜0(x). The wavefunction of the majority (dark)
component [56] reads
φ˜D(x; t) ≡ φ˜0(x)
NS∏
j=1
[
cos aj tanh [dj (x− xj(t))]
+ i sin aj
]
,
(1)
with xj(t) = x
0
j − ujt. The corresponding wavefunction
for the minority (bright) component and upon consider-
ing in-phase bright counterparts reads
φ˜B(x; t) ≡
NS∑
j=1
ηjsech [dj (x− xj(t))] ei(dj tan ajx−θj(t)),
(2)
where θj(t) = 1/2
(
d2j − d2j tan2 aj
)
t + (µ′ − µ) t. Note
that, µ′ is the chemical potential of the bright compo-
nent, being fixed so as to correspond to a total number
of atoms for the bright counterpart NB = 5, that we also
keep fixed throughout this work. Furthermore, ηj refers
to the amplitude of the bright soliton. In the absence of
a confining potential and for NS = 1, this amplitude is
related to the amplitude of the dark soliton,
√
µ cos aj ,
where µ is the background chemical potential, and the
inverse width dj by
ηj =
√
µ cos2 aj − d2j . (3)
The above expressions namely Eqs. (1)-(2), represent an
approximate initial profile of the mean-field (i.e. single
orbital) setting. The approximate nature of the profile
stems from the effective multiplication with the equilib-
rium background φ˜0(x) (at least in the case where φ˜0(x)
is not a constant), which in the Thomas-Fermi limit
reads: φ˜0(x) =
(
1/
√
g
)√
µ− V (x). Here, V (x) refers
to the external trapping potential. We note also here,
that in the case of collisions to be presented below, the
two DB solitons (NS = 2) should be far enough apart to
be individual entities, i.e., their width (proportional to
1/dj) should be much smaller than their relative separa-
tion |xi − xj |.
In addition to the above approximation, the realm of
the mean-field itself leads to the following two assump-
tions (irrespectively of configuration): (a) the two species
3of the binary BEC are uncorrelated and (b) the con-
stituting particles of each component are uncorrelated.
Therefore, the total many-body wavefunction within the
mean-field approximation is expressed in terms of the
mean-field wavefunctions
ΨMF (~x
D, ~xB ; t) = ΨDMF (~x
D; t)ΨBMF (~x
B ; t)
=
ND∏
i=1
φD(xDi ; t)√
ND
NB∏
i=1
φB(xi; t)√
NB
,
(4)
where ND (NB) refers to the number of atoms for
the D (B) species, while ~xD =
(
xD1 , . . . , x
D
ND
)
and
~xB =
(
xB1 , . . . , x
B
NB
)
label the (spatial) coordinates of the
atoms. φD(B)(x
D(B)
i ; t) denotes the time-evolved wave-
function for the species D (B) respectively within the
mean-field approximation. The equations of motion for
the mean-field ansatz [see Eq. (4)] yield the well-studied
GP equation.
The binary BEC consisting of species D, B (with
Hilbert spaces HD, HB respectively) is a bipartite
composite system with the corresponding Hilbert space
HDB = HD⊗HB . To examine the system of NS solitons
beyond the mean-field approximation, we incorporate the
inter- and intra-species correlations by introducing M
distinct species functions for each component of the bi-
nary BEC. Then the many-body wavefunction ΨMB can
be expressed according to the Schmidt decomposition
ΨMB(~x
D, ~xB ; t) =
M∑
k=1
√
λk(t) Ψ
D
k (~x
D; t)ΨBk (~x
B ; t), (5)
where the coefficient λk(t) is referred to as the natural oc-
cupations of the species function k. We remark that due
to M < min(dim(HD),dim(HB)) the above expansion
(see Eq. (5)) corresponds to a truncated Schmidt decom-
position of rank M [49]. It is also important to mention
that a state of the bipartite system (see Eq. (5)) cannot
be expressed as a direct product of two states from the
two subsystem Hilbert spaces HD, HB if at least two co-
efficients λk(t) are nonzero. In the latter case the system
is referred to as entangled [57, 58]. Note that a partic-
ular particle configuration of species D (represented by
Ψk(~x
D; t)) is accompanied by a particular particle config-
uration of species B (denoted by Ψ(~xB ; t)) and vice-versa
[59]. A corresponding measurement of one of the species
states e.g. ΨDk′ collapses the wavefunction of the other
species to ΨBk′ thus manifesting the bipartite entangle-
ment [60, 61]. In this way, the above ansatz constitutes
an expansion for the many-body wavefunction ΨMB in
terms of inter-species modes of entanglement. In the fol-
lowing we shall refer to
√
λk(t)Ψ
D
k (~x
D; t)ΨBk (~x
B ; t) as
the k-th mode of entanglement. We remark that in the
case of λ1(t0) = λ2(t0) = 1/2 the many-body state of
the system ΨMB
(
~xD, ~xB ; t0
)
at time t0 is referred to as
a Schro¨dinger cat state. The particle correlations are
included by constructing each of the species functions
Ψσk (~x
σ; t) using the permanents of mσ distinct time- de-
pendent single particle functions (SPFs, ϕ1, . . . , ϕmσ )
Ψσk(~x
σ; t) =
∑
n1,...,nmσ∑
ni=N
ck,(n1,...,nmσ )(t)×
Nσ!∑
i=1
Pi
 n1∏
j=1
ϕ1(xj ; t) · · ·
nmσ∏
j=1
ϕmσ (xj ; t)
 , (6)
where P is the permutation operator exchanging the par-
ticle configuration within the SPFs, ck,(n1,...,nmσ )(t) de-
note the time-dependent expansion coefficients of a par-
ticular permanent. Nσ refers to the particle number
within species σ and ni(t) is the occupation number of
the SPF ϕi(~x; t). Therefore the Nσ-body Hilbert space
of species σ is approximated by Hσ ∼ S
(
H⊗Nσϕσ(t)
)
, where
S is the symmetrization operator and Hϕσ(t) the sin-
gle particle Hilbert space spanned by the SPFs. Fol-
lowing a time-dependent variational principle, e.g. the
Dirac Frenkel [62, 63] or the McLachlan variational prin-
ciple [64] for the generalized ansatz [see Eqs. (5), (6)]
yields the ML-MCTDHB [47, 48, 59, 65] equations of
motion. This consists of a set of M2 ordinary (linear)
differential equations of motion for the coefficients λk(t),
coupled to a set of M( (ND+m
D−1)!
ND!(mD−1)! +
(NB+m
B−1)!
NB !(mB−1)! ) non-
linear integro-differential equations for the species func-
tions Ψ
D(B)
k (~x
D(B); t) and mD + mB nonlinear integro-
differential equations for the SPFs ϕk(~x; t). To the best
of our knowledge analytical solutions of the many-body
ansatz [Eqs. (5), (6)] that contain DB solitons are not
known while systematic numerical studies in this direc-
tion are still lacking. Here, we utilize the many-body
approach that ML-MCTDHB provides and embed at
t = 0 the mean-field wavefunction [see Eq. (4)] within
the many-body ansatz [see Eqs. (5), (6)]. To achieve the
latter, we consider λ1(0) = 1, λi 6=1(0) = 0 for the natural
occupations of the species functions, c1,n1=ND (0) = 1,
c1,n1 6=ND (0) = 0 (c1,n1=NB (0) = 1, c1,n1 6=NB (0) = 0) [see
Eqs. (1), (2)] for the expansion coefficients of species D
(B) and ϕD1 (x; 0) =
1√
ND
φ˜D(x) (ϕB1 (x; 0) =
1√
NB
φ˜B(x))
for the SPFs of the majority (minority) component. The
mean-field ground-state is used as the background den-
sity, φ˜0(x). Summarizing, we initialize the many-body
quantum dynamics problem employing the mean-field
initial state, aiming to examine how the single-orbital
population will spontaneously give rise to higher orbital
dynamics.
For binary mixtures the one-body density can be ex-
panded in different modes stemming from the species
functions expansion [see Eq. (5)]. For instance, the one-
4body density of the majority species D reads
ρ(1),D(x, x′; t) =
∫
dND−1x¯DdNBxB ×
Ψ∗MB(x, ~¯x
D, ~xB ; t)ΨMB(x
′, ~¯xD, ~xB ; t)
=
M∑
k=1
λk(t)
∫
dND−1x¯D Ψ∗Dk (x, ~¯x
D; t)ΨDk (x
′, ~¯xD; t)
=
M∑
k=1
λk(t) ρ
(1),D
k (x, x
′; t),
(7)
where ρ
(1),D
i (x, x
′; t) refers to the one-body density
matrix of the i-th species function and x¯D =(
xD1 , x
D
2 , . . . , x
D
ND−1
)
. The one-body density for the mi-
nority species ρ(1),B(x, x′; t) can be defined in a simi-
lar manner. The natural orbitals, φσi (x; t), are defined
as the eigenfunctions of the one-body density matrix
ρ(1),σ(x, x′). For our purposes we consider them to be
normalized to their corresponding eigenvalues, nσi (natu-
ral occupations) as
nσi (t) =
∫
dx |φσi (x; t)|2 . (8)
In this way, we can ensure that when our many-body
wavefunction ΨMB(~x
D, ~xB ; t) reduces to the mean-field
case (i.e. ΨMB(~x
D, ~xB ; t) → ΨMF (~xD, ~xB ; t)) the
corresponding natural occupations obey nσ1 (t) = N
σ,
nσi 6=1(t) = 0. In the latter case the first natural or-
bital φσ1 (x
σ; t) reduces to the mean-field wavefunction
φσ(xσ; t). To examine the beyond-mean-field dynamics
of a DB soliton in a setting relevant to most of the recent
experiments, we consider a binary bosonic gas trapped
in a 1D harmonic oscillator potential. The many-body
Hamiltonian consisting of ND, NB bosons with mass mD,
mB for the species D, B respectively, reads
H =
∑
σ=D,B
Nσ∑
i=1
[
− ~
2
2mσ
(
d
dxσi
)2
+
1
2
mσω
2
σ (x
σ
i )
2
]
+
∑
σ=D,B
gσσ
∑
i<j
δ(xσi − xσj )
+ gDB
ND∑
i=1
NB∑
j=1
δ(xDi − xBj ).
(9)
Within the ultracold s-wave scattering limit [53], we
model both the inter- and intra-species with contact in-
teraction by a delta function with respect to the rela-
tive coordinate of two bosons and the strength being
denoted by gDB , gDD, gBB respectively. We also as-
sume that the bosons of both species possess the same
mass, i.e. mD=mB=m and experience the same exter-
nal potential, i.e. ωD=ωB=Ω, and effective 1D cou-
pling strengths, i.e. gDD=gBB=gDB=g. We remark
that the effective 1D coupling strength [66] becomes
gσσ
′
1D =
2~2aσσ′s
ma2⊥
(
1− |ζ(1/2)| aσσ′s /
√
2a⊥
)−1
, where ζ(x)
denotes the Riemann zeta function at x = 1/2. Here, the
transversal length scale is a⊥ =
√
~/mω⊥, with ω⊥ the
frequency of the transversal confinement, while aσσ
′
s de-
notes the free space s-wave scattering length within or be-
tween the two species. Recall at this point, that the mis-
cibility/immiscibility condition in the absence of a trap
reads a12s ≤
√
a11s a
22
s [67]. The latter refers to the ab-
sence or presence of phase separation between the species,
and our choice of equal coupling strengths corresponds to
the miscibility/immiscibility threshold in the above ex-
pression. As a first approximation and motivated by the
very nature of the DB state (which is somewhat intrin-
sically phase separated as one component operates as a
well for the atoms of the other) and by the insensitivity
of the DB features near this threshold in the mean-field
limit [68], we operate at the Manakov limit of equal values
of all aσσ
′
s ’s. The interaction strength can be tuned via
aσσ
′
s with the aid of Feshbach resonances [69, 70]. Finally,
note that a scaling transformation has been performed
in Eq. (8) setting the length scale equal to the longitu-
dinal characteristic oscillator length a‖ =
√
~/mω‖, the
energy scale to ~ω‖ and the scaled interaction strength
is g = g1D
√
m/~3ω‖. The assumption of equal inter-
actions, as also discussed in [11, 14], is tantamount to
considering, e.g., the case of hyperfine states of 87Rb; in
this case also the masses are equal. The coefficients of
interactions are not exactly equal, but are very proximal
to that limit [19, 21] (see also the more recent work of
Ref. [71]). Finally, for reasons of computational conve-
nience, we shall set ~ = m = g = 1, and therefore all
quantities below are given in dimensionless units.
To initialize the beyond mean-field dynamics we first
trace the mean-field ground state φ˜0(x), using Newton’s
method. The latter is applied to the following steady-
state problem:[
−1
2
d2
dx2
+
1
2
Ω2x2 + |φ˜0(x)|2 − µ
]
φ˜0(x) = 0. (10)
On top of this relaxed mean-field background for fixed
number of atoms ND, we then embed the NS solitons
of Eqs. (1)-(2) at t = 0 with fixed amplitude as well as
number of atoms NB for the bright component. Then the
inverse widths di are obtained using Eq. (3). We also note
that the corresponding free parameters are the velocity ui
and the position x0j of the DB solitons. We remark that
by following the above-mentioned procedure we minimize
the sound wave emission during the dynamics. For more
details on the selection of the soliton and background
density parameters we refer the reader to Appendix A.
Given our interest in the qualitative characteristics
of the emerging structures, we study their persistence
with increasing number of allowed modes of entanglement
[specified by the number of species functions M in the
Eq. (5)] for fixed number of single particle configurations
[specified by the number of SPFs for species D, mD and
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FIG. 1. (Color online) ρ(1)(x; t) of a single DB solitary wave
for the (a) dark and (b) bright component, obtained via the
mean-field, i.e. 1-(1,1), approximation. The corresponding
insets illustrate a longer time evolution to demonstrate the
oscillation of the DB within the mean-field approximation.
(c), (d) The same as (a) and (b), but within the correlated
15-(2,4) approximation. Evolution of the one-body density of
the dominant species function Ψσ1 for the (e) dark and (f)
bright component. The same as before but for the next-to-
dominant species function Ψσ2 for the (g) dark and (h) bright
component. The species D and B contain ND = 300 and,
NB = 5 atoms respectively while the trapping frequency and
the background chemical potential correspond to Ω = 0.1,
and µ = 6.42 respectively. The velocity, the inverse width
and the amplitude of the DB soliton are u1/c = 0.5, d = 1.42
and η = 1.88 respectively.
B, mB , see Eq. (5)]. In this spirit we consider the dynam-
ics within a ML-MCTDHB derived time-dependent vari-
ational approximation defined by the parameters of the
ML-MCTDHB ansatz [see Eqs. (5), (6)] as M -(mD,mB).
Note that the 1-(1, 1) approximation corresponds to the
mean field case [see also Eqs. (4), (5), (6)]. For further
discussion on convergence issues we refer the reader to
Appendix B.
III. SINGLE DB SOLITON DYNAMICS
First we explore the oscillation of a DB solitary wave
inside the parabolic trap. We consider a binary bosonic
gas consisting of ND = 300 atoms and NB = 5 atoms
confined in a 1D harmonic trap with frequency Ω = 0.1.
The dynamics is initialized with a single DB soliton with
velocity u1/c = 0.5 and initial position x
0 = −2.5. The
chemical potential of the background density, the ampli-
tude and the inverse width of the DB soliton are chosen
as µ = 6.42, η = 1.88 and d = 1.42, respectively (for
details see Appendix A).
In the mean-field case the numerically obtained
(quarter-)period of oscillation for the single DB soliton
is measured as Tosc/4 ≈ 32.5 (see Fig. 1 (a), (b) and
the corresponding insets). This result is in good agree-
ment with the analytical predictions of Ref. [17] (see also
Ref. [21]) which for the parameters used herein reads
Tosc/4 ≈ 30. In contrast to that, in the correlated 15-
(2,4) case, shown in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 1, the single
DB soliton decays (t ≈ 5) into a faster, and a slower DB
soliton (alias soliton fragments). By inspecting the de-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Evolution of (a) the natural occupa-
tions λi(t), and the natural populations ni(t) for the (b) dark
and (c) bright component of a DB solitary wave. The inset
shows on a logarithmic scale the evolution of the higher-lying
natural occupations λ5(t) to λ15(t). The parameters values
are the same as in Fig. 1.
composition of the total wavefunction ΨMB into different
modes (species functions, Ψσk), we observe that only two
such modes are occupied significantly, during the dynam-
ics [see the relevant coefficients λ1(t) and λ2(t) in Fig. 2
(a)]. The initially single-mode wavefunction, quickly be-
comes bimodal and at the time of the decay (t ≈ 5),
both of the modes are characterized by almost equal oc-
cupation. The latter indicates the tendency of the many-
body state ΨMB(~x
D, ~xB ; t) to approach a Schro¨dinger
cat state. After the decay, the amplitude of those modes
becomes nearly constant over time. The dominant mode,
Ψσ1 , can be identified with the fast DB soliton [see Fig. 1
(e), (f)] moving towards the periphery of the cloud, while
the next-to-dominant mode, Ψσ2 , is associated with the
slow DB soliton being closer to the center of the trap
[see Fig. 1(g),(h)]. We remark here that the presented
decay dynamics is in contrast to the species mean-field
case, i.e. uncorrelated components, where the formation
of the solitonic fragments is not observed [see also Fig. 11
(e) in Appendix B].
To gain more insight into the decay dynamics of a sin-
gle DB soliton we next study the population of the nat-
ural orbitals. We remind the reader that a state with
ni(t) = 1 is referred to as fully condensed, while for
ni(t) 6= 1 fragmentation phenomena arise [72, 73]. The
occupations of the two natural orbitals used for species D
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Density evolution of the first natural orbital for (a) the dark and (b) the bright component. (c), (d) The
same but for the second natural orbital. We remark here, that since the DB soliton is initialized at x0 = −2.5, the reflection
symmetry is broken. (e), (f), (g), (h) Profiles of the natural orbitals (see legend) at different time instants (e) t1 = 4.0, (f)
t2 = 7.0, (g) t3 = 11.0 and (h) t4 = 14.0. For better visibility of the bright component of the DB soliton we show the insets
which zoom on the position axis. Dashed red and solid black lines correspond to the third and fourth natural orbitals in the
bright component that have nearly vanishing density population. The system parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. (i), (j),
(k), (l) In the upper [lower] panels the density profiles are shown for the two most dominant dark [bright] species functions
ρ
(1),D
1 (t), ρ
(1),D
2 (t) [ρ
(1),B
1 (t), ρ
(1),B
2 (t)] and the total density ρ
(1),D(t) [ρ(1),B(t)] for different time instants during the evolution
(see legend). (m), (n), (o), (p) One-body coherence function g(1),D(x, x′; t) for different time instants (see legend) during
the evolution. Insets: The corresponding g(1),B(x, x′; t) depicted within the spatial region indicated in g(1),D(x, x′; t) by the
light-blue rectangles. The crosses in g(1),B(x, x′; t) refer to the position of the two solitary fragments after splitting, i.e. blue
(grey) crosses indicate the fast (slow) DB fragment.
are significant from the early times of the dynamics [see
Fig. 2 (b)]. At times 0 < t < 2, DB soliton structures
appear in the first and second orbital in both species [see
Fig. 3 (a)-(d)]. At later times (2 < t . 4), and as far
as the dark component is concerned, a density accumula-
tion is observed in the second natural orbital [see Fig. 3
(c), and also dashed orange line around the center of the
trap in Fig. 3 (e)]. After this initial relaxation stage, the
splitting of the dark soliton leads to the emergence of two
solitons manifested by density dips appearing in the first
orbital [see also solid ciel line at t2 = 7 and around the
center of the trap in Fig. 3 (f)]. Interestingly enough,
within the cloud and in particular around x = −20 for
evolution times up to t = 3, regions with additional den-
sity depletion for the first orbital and a corresponding
density accumulation in the second orbital can also be
observed, indicated by dashed blue circles in Fig. 3(a)
and (c), respectively. These are reminiscent of the re-
cently experimentally observed dark-antidark states [51].
For the minority species (B), a similar structure to the
aforementioned analysis is observed. Since the beginning
of the dynamics two different orbitals are significantly
occupied, [see nB1 (t) and n
B
2 (t) in Fig. 2 (c)] which dur-
ing evolution perform out-of-phase oscillations. Notice
in this case the negligible population of the higher-lying
natural orbitals used for species B [namely nB3 (t) and
nB4 (t) in Fig. 2 (c)]. The first orbital corresponds pre-
dominantly to the fast bright soliton [see Fig. 3 (b)] while
the second orbital corresponds chiefly to the slow bright
soliton [see Fig. 3 (d)]. To further demonstrate the ob-
served dynamics, profile snapshots of the modulus of the
natural orbitals, showing some key aspects during the dy-
namics, are depicted in Fig. 3 (e)-(h). The decay of the
DB soliton is initiated by the occupation of the second
orbital of species B which at initial times develops two
density humps [see solid gray line in the bottom panel of
Fig. 3 (e) or the relevant inset]. In species D, the first
orbital maintains a density dip which creates an effec-
tive potential well trapping atoms in the second orbital
of the same species [see dashed orange line in Fig. 3 (e)
around the center of the trap]. As the second orbital of
this species builds up, complementary patterns reminis-
cent of dark-antidark solitary waves [51] appear, e.g., in
the same panel and around x = −20, or at later times
and e.g., around x = 10 in Fig. 3 (f). In both of the
above cases the location of the formation of these matter
wave entities is denoted by dashed black circles. Further-
more, in this latter panel, Fig. 3 (f), and in particular
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Average position for each fragment
that appears during the dynamics of a DB solitary wave and
the corresponding linear fits (see legend). (b) Velocity of the
fast and slow fragments, the average velocity and the velocity
after the initialization of the dynamics (see legend) for varying
initial velocity. (c) The decay time tD for increasing initial
velocity. Inset: Sketch of the calculation of the decay time
via the separability of the one-body densities of the first ρ1
and second ρ2 species functions by the DB width w = 1/d.
(d) The decay time tD as a function of the particle number
imbalance ND/NB with fixed particle number of the bright
component (NB = 5) for the case of fast and slow velocities.
These latter results have been obtained within the 15-(2,3)
approximation.
around x = 3 a multi-orbital DB entity is formed within
the region indicated by black arrows. The location of
the formation of this structure corresponds also to the
location where the two orbitals of species B both be-
ing bright solitons are aligned. It is also important to
comment here that the two bright soliton fragments of
the first orbital (denoted by solid blue lines) are in-phase
while the respective bright solitons formed in the sec-
ond orbital of the minority species are out-of-phase (see
nodal structures denoted by solid gray lines in the same
panel). Intriguingly, at later times and as far as the slow
solitons are concerned, the initial dark-antidark structure
evolves into a DW between the first and the second or-
bital of the majority species D [see around the center of
the trap for t3 = 11 in Fig. 3 (g) also indicated by a black
arrow]. The formation of this DW corresponds to the lo-
cation where species B localizes both of its orbitals at
this time. Hence, an unusual domain-wall-bright (DWB)
soliton pattern appears to arise. Notice that at the same
time, the fast DB structure is also visible around x ≈ 9
(indicated by black arrow). For larger propagation times
the aforementioned DWB structure remains robust [see
top and bottom panels of Fig. 3 (h)], while the multi-
orbital fast DB structure is highly pronounced as indi-
cated by a black arrow in the same figure.
Let us now elaborate in more detail on the decay mech-
anism. As stated above, see Figs. 1 (e)-(h), the splitting
dynamics, i.e. the decay of the initial mean-field soliton
into two distinct solitary waves, is more transparent on
the level of the species functions. It is already known
[39–43] that a single mean-field dark soliton, when ex-
posed to quantum fluctuations, decays due to the fill-
ing of the initially density depleted region by localized
states. In our case, similar dynamics can be observed
in the density evolution of the first and second natural
orbital of the dark component, see Fig. 3 (e). Here,
the filling process progresses very rapidly as Fig. 2 (b)
suggests, in particular see the curvature of n1(t), n2(t)
at the initial time instants. Next, we discuss how the
above-mentioned established dynamics triggers the split-
ting mechanism in our multispecies case by inspecting
the species function dynamics being directly related to
the natural orbitals, see also Eq. (6). At times before
the manifestation of the splitting the first two species
functions ΨDi (t) acquire similar occupations. However
due to their mutual orthogonality they possess different
weights [i.e. c1,(n1,N−n1)(t) 6= c2,(n1,N−n1)(t) in Eq. (6)]
on the two occupied natural orbitals. The latter is man-
ifested in the upper panel of Fig. 3 (i) as a shift in the
position of the corresponding density minima of ρ
(1),D
1 (t)
and ρ
(1),D
2 (t), while the total density does not show any
signatures for the subsequent splitting. For times close
to the decay, see Figs. 3 (j), (k), the shifting between
ρ
(1),D
1 (t) and ρ
(1),D
2 (t) becomes more prominent and each
ρ
(1),D
i (t) exhibits two density minima due to the mu-
tual coupling of ΨD1 (t) and Ψ
D
2 (t). Furthermore, the two
aforemetioned density minima are also imprinted in the
total density. Finally, for later evolution times after the
splitting [see Fig. 3 (l)] the ρ
(1),D
i ’s become progressively
well separated and each one exhibits only one density
minimum which corresponds to the two solitonic struc-
tures. We remark here that according to the Schmidt
decomposition [see Eq. 5] ΨBi (t) is directly related to
ΨDi (t). Indeed, as shown in the lower pannels of Figs. 3
(i)-(l) the density maxima of ρ
(1),B
i (t) follow the density
minima of ρ
(1),D
i (t). Thus, the decay mechanism is also
manifested in the bright component. Summarizing, the
splitting mechanism is a manifestation of the dynamical
build up of the first two species functions due to the in-
terspecies coupling and it is triggered by the filling of the
first orbital by the second one in the dark component.
To infer about the degree of first order coherence
during the DB soliton dynamics, we employ the nor-
malized spatial first order correlation function [74]
g(1),σ(x, x′; t) = ρ(1),σ(x, x′; t)/
√
ρ(1),σ(x; t)ρ(1),σ(x′; t).
Here, ρ(1),σ(x; t) refers to the one-body density matrix of
σ species at position x. We also note that |g(1),σ(x, x′; t)|2
is bounded taking values within the range [0, 1]. Indeed,
a spatial region with |g(1),σ(x, x′; t)|2 = 0 is referred to as
perfectly incoherent, while if |g(1),σ(x, x′; t)|2 = 1 is said
to be fully coherent. Especially, in our case we are in-
terested for the appearance of Mott-like correlations. By
this we mean the localization of the one-body correlations
8within a certain spatial region R (i.e. |g(1),σ(x, x′; t)|2 ≈
1 x, x′ ∈ R) and perfect incoherence between different
spatial regions R, R′ (i.e. |g(1),σ(x, x′; t)|2 ≈ 0, x ∈ R,
x′ ∈ R′ with R ∩ R′ = ∅). Figs. 3 (m)-(p) present
|g(1),D(x, x′; t)|2 for different time instants during the dy-
namics, namely before and after the splitting of the ini-
tial mean-field DB soliton. As it can be seen, there is a
gradual formation of Mott-like correlations, in particular
after the decay, being separated by the location where
the DWB develops. Similar type of correlations is also
observed for the bright component, see the insets in Figs.
3 (m)-(p). Indeed, a localization of the |g(1),B(x, x′; t)|2 is
manifested within the spatial region in which the density
of the DWB is dominant.
In order to examine the validity of a form of the particle
picture (which is known to hold in the mean-field limit) in
terms of the above-mentioned solitary fragments of the
initially imprinted DB soliton, we employ the position
expectation value of the first (corresponding to the fast
DB structure) and the second (attributed to the slow DB
structure respectively) species function that reads
〈x〉Bi (t) =
1
NB
∫ ∞
−∞
dx xρ
(1),B
i (x; t). (11)
Here, NB =
∫∞
−∞ dx ρ
(1),B
i (x; t) refers to the particle
number and ρ
(1),B
i (x; t) denotes the one-body density of
the i-th B species function. We shall show that the
aforementioned decay process results into two DB soli-
tons possessing the same mass, while the momentum of
the initial DB “particle” is transferred to the resulting
DB fragments so as for the total momentum to be con-
served. To this end, we also calculate the average mean
position i.e. 〈x〉Baver = 12 (〈x〉B1 + 〈x〉B2 ). Fig. 4(a) il-
lustrates the position expectation value of the first or
the second species function and their corresponding fits,
as well as the average position obtained from these two.
The linear fits to 〈x〉B1 , 〈x〉B2 and 〈x〉Baver are shown by
dashed lines. For t < t0 (no splitting of the DB soli-
ton) the linear extrapolation of 〈x〉B1 , 〈x〉B2 is also shown,
where the time instant t0 is identified by the condition
〈x〉B1 w 〈x〉B2 w 〈x〉Baver. The fitting is chosen to re-
flect the time for which different entities exist. The ob-
served deviations 〈x〉Bi −〈x〉B,fiti are small, while the de-
viation 〈x〉Baver − 〈x〉B,fitaver is larger. The latter can be
attributed to the coupling of the first two species func-
tions with the remaining of the species functions. Among
the two, the somewhat more significant contribution to
〈x〉Baver − 〈x〉B,fitaver stems from 〈x〉B2 − 〈x〉B,fit2 suggest-
ing that the second species functions possesses a stronger
coupling with the remaining species functions.
Following the above-described procedure for the range
of initial velocities u1/c ∈ {0, 0.8} we show in Fig. 4(b)
the resulting velocities for the fast vfast (being the slope
of 〈x〉B,fit1 ) and slow vslow (being the slope of 〈x〉B,fit2 )
fragments of the bright component (see also Fig. 1 (f),
(h) respectively). To discuss whether particle picture
considerations are helpful in this alternative framework
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FIG. 5. (Color online) One-body density evolution ρ(1)(x; t)
for the (a) dark and (b) the bright component obtained via
the mean-field, i.e. 1-(1,1), approximation. (c), (d) The same
as above but within the correlated 15-(2,4) approximation.
Density evolution of the dominant species function Ψσ1 for
the (e) dark and (f) bright component. The same as be-
fore but for the next-to-dominant species function Ψσ2 for the
(g) dark and (h) bright component. The species contains
ND = 300, NB = 5 atoms while the trapping frequency and
the background chemical potential correspond to Ω = 0.1, and
µ = 6.47 respectively. The velocity, the inverse widths, the
amplitudes and the initial positions of the DB solitons corre-
spond to u1/c = u2/c = 0.5, d1 = d2 = 1.82, η1 = η2 = 1.51
and x01 = −2.5 = −x02 respectively.
we also present the imprinted velocities after the initial-
ization of the dynamics, denoted by vinit [75] (i.e. the
slope of 〈x〉B,fitaver ) and the corresponding average veloc-
ity vaver =
vfast+vslow
2 . It is observed that for u1/c < 0.6
the particle picture makes sense, as vaver =
vfast+vslow
2 =
vinit, indicating the conservation of momentum. In this
case, each component of the DBs splits into two frag-
ments possessing the same mass [see also the relevant oc-
cupations in Fig. 2 (a)]. However, for u1/c > 0.6 larger
deviations from the particle picture are evident. This can
be attributed to the fact that one of the emergent frag-
ments within the DB entity is “heavier” from the other
one due to a rapid mass redistribution caused by the large
velocities.
Next, let us examine how the decay time tD observed
during the dynamics depends on both the initial velocity
of the DB structure and the particle number of the dark
component (ND). To quantitatively consider the decay
time we impose the criterion 〈x〉B1 − 〈x〉B2 > 2.5w, where
w = 1/d refers to the width of the DBs [see also the in-
set of Fig. 4 (c)]. As it can be seen, in Fig. 4(c), the
decay time shows a gradual growth for increasing initial
velocity, indicating that in the limit of large velocities
we tend to the mean-field picture. On the other hand,
Fig. 4(d) presents the corresponding decay time tD for
different particle number imbalances ND/NB (here de-
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Evolution of (a) the natural occu-
pations λi(t), and the natural populations ni(t) for the (b)
dark and (c) bright component of two colliding DB solitary
waves. The inset shows in a magnified scale the evolution
of the higher-lying natural occupations λ8(t) to λ15(t). The
parameter values are the same as in Fig. 5.
fined by varying the ND and keeping NB = 5 fixed) for
the case of fast (u1/c = 0.5) and slow (u1/c = 0.01) veloc-
ities. An overall decrease of the decay time for increasing
particle number ND is observed both for slow and fast
solitons. This can be intuitively understood from the
fact that a larger imbalance (ND/NB) “effectively” cor-
responds to a smaller bright filling. The latter implies
that the DBs are more stable than dark solitons (limit
ND/NB →∞) under beyond mean-field correlations. Fi-
nally, as expected [see also Fig. 4(c)] the corresponding
decay times are larger for fast solitons than for slow ones.
Let us also remark here that our results of Figs. 4 (b),
(c) in conjuction with the decay mechanism presented
before [see also Figs. 3 (i)-(l)] suggest that the result-
ing solitonic structures do not undergo further splittings
at least within the presented evolution time scales. On
the one hand, the slow velocity fragment is not a mean-
field DB and therefore the observed splitting process of a
purely mean-field DB is not expected to occur for such a
structure. The slow velocity fragment evolves from dark-
antidark and bright states to a DWB. The latter pos-
sesses no mean-field analogue for a binary system and its
stability is presently not known; this constitutes a par-
ticularly interesting topic for future study. However, it is
expected to be robust as it is a correlated structure pro-
duced by quantum fluctuations, and therefore it is not
likely that the same mechanism can lead to its decay.
In that light, we interpret our results as an indication
of stability of this beyond mean-field structure. On the
other hand, the fast soliton fragment is more proximal to
a mean-field solitary wave and as such it is expected to
be more prone to decay. Fig. 4 (b) suggests a velocity
u1/c > 0.7 which in combination to Fig. 4 (c) shows a
decay time tD > 8, being much larger than the decay
time of the parent mean-field soliton (tD ≈ 5). There-
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Density evolution of the first natural
orbital for the (a) dark and (b) the bright component. (c),
(d) The same as before but for the second natural orbital.
(e), (f), (g), (h) Profiles of the natural orbitals (see legend)
at different time instants (e) t1 = 1.0, (f) t2 = 2.0, (g) t3 =
5.0 and (h) t4 = 14.0. For better visibility of the bright
component of the two DB solitons we show the insets which
zoom into the center of the trap. The parameter values are
the same as in Fig. 5.
fore even if a splitting process is permitted it can not
be observed within the presented evolution times. Note
here that the fast solitary fragment is fully formed only
at times t > 11, see Figs. 3 (g), (h). However, we have
to be cautious since this fragment is also not of a pure
mean-field nature, and therefore its stability is highly
non-trivial.
IV. TWO DB SOLITON DYNAMICS
We now turn to the examination of two-soliton dynam-
ics involving collisions. In particular, both fast collisions
where the solitons rapidly go through each other (domi-
nated by kinetic energy), as well as slow collisions where
the inter-particle interaction (and the potential energy
landscape) dictate the dynamics are investigated. Fur-
10
thermore, in all cases to be presented below, the two DB
solitons have common inverse widths, and are initialized
at x01 = −x02 = −2.5 travelling towards one another with
velocity, u1/c = −u2/c.
A. Fast Soliton Collisions
The results for the case of the fast solitons are summa-
rized in Figs. 5-7. It can be seen that the mean-field pic-
ture differs substantially from the beyond-mean-field one.
The reason for this is that while the mean-field scenario
displays simply the collision of the two DBs [see Fig. 5
(a) and (b)], the beyond-mean-field case features not two,
but demonstrably (at least) four DBs, two of which can
be thought of as outer ones and two of which are inner
ones [see Fig. 5 (c) and (d)]. However, and upon exam-
ining the dominant Ψσ1 [see Fig. 5 (e) and (f)] and the
next-to-dominant order Ψσ2 species functions [see Fig. 5
(g) and (h)] for both the dark and the bright solitons
respectively, a clearer picture of the resulting dynam-
ics can be drawn. In particular, during the first stage
and the soliton collision (t ≈ 2) the second mode (i.e.
k = 2 in Eq. (5)) becomes highly populated, and at later
times, predominantly features the inner DBs [see Fig. 5
(g) and (h)]. At the same time, the first mode of en-
tanglement chiefly consists of the outer DBs [see Fig. 5
(e) and (f)], although it also supports a weaker DB-like
feature at the location of the inner DB structure. The
latter trait indicates that perhaps the inner DBs can be
thought of as featuring multiple modes of entanglement.
The aforementioned dynamics is further captured by a
more careful inspection of the natural occupations of the
species functions [see Fig. 6 (a)]. It becomes evident that
the collision occurring at earlier times entails a rapid
population redistribution stage. One can clearly infer
that the different modes of entanglement acquire com-
parable occupations which subsequently become roughly
constant throughout the propagation. Notice also the
negligible population of the species functions λ8(t) and
higher, shown in the inset of Fig. 6(a). To further demon-
strate the deviations from the mean-field approximation,
the evolution of the natural populations is employed [see
Fig. 6(b) and (c)]. In particular a rapid depletion is ob-
served up to the collision event for both the dark and
the bright soliton components. The fragmentation pro-
cess is indicated by the decrease of population in the first
orbital and the simultaneous emergence of population in
the second natural orbital (and in all four orbitals) for
the majority species D (minority species B). Closely fol-
lowing the space-time evolution of each of the natural
orbitals of the majority species D [see Fig. 7 (a) and (c)]
the existence of a density depletion in the first orbital,
with an associated density accumulation in the second
orbital is observed. Similarly the first two orbitals asso-
ciated with the minority species B feature bright solitons
in both locations, although arguably the first one is (in
comparison with the second) slightly more populated at
the outer bright, while the second one is definitely more
populated (in comparison with the first) at the inner one
[see Fig. 7 (b) and (d)]. Moreover, since the picture in the
context of the orbitals is somewhat less transparent, in
panels (e)-(h) of Fig. 7, profile snapshots of the density
evolution of each of the aforementioned natural orbitals
is depicted. At initial times [see t1 = 1 in Fig. 7 (e)],
and before the collision takes place, the second orbital
of the majority species develops a bright structure [see
dashed orange line in panel (e)] within the region at the
center [see solid ciel line in panel (e)]. The latter, seem-
ingly, develops into two anti-dark solitons [see t2 = 2 in
Fig. 7 (f) top] with the respective bright counterpart [see
t2 = 2 in Fig. 7 (f) bottom] featuring a particle concen-
tration aligned with the merger of the two initial bright
solitons, at the collision point. Just after the collision
multiple DWB structures are realized for the inner DB
solitary wave [see orange and gray dashed and solid lines
respectively t3 = 5 in Fig. 7 (g)]. These persist for larger
propagation times [see inner solitonic structure denoted
by black arrows at t4 = 14 in Fig. 7 (h)]. Furthermore,
the previously suppressed contribution of the third nat-
ural orbital of the minority species B becomes dominant
at this larger propagation times, featuring the outer DB
soliton pattern [see dashed red lines in the bottom panel
of Fig. 7 (h) also indicated by black arrows]. This latter
observation leads to further support of the multi-orbital
nature of the solitonic structures. We also remark that
the same qualitative results remain valid for larger num-
ber of atoms ND (results not shown here for brevity).
B. Slow Soliton Collisions
We now turn to an example of a slow collision, sum-
marized in Figs. 8-10, following a similar format as be-
fore. Here, at first glance and for times up to t ≈ 3 the
dynamics of the one-body densities appears to be simi-
lar between the mean-field (shown in panels (a) and (b)
of Fig. 8) and the beyond-mean-field scenario (shown in
panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 8). However, at later times and
as is clearly shown in panels (e)-(j) of Fig. 8, the mean-
field approximation is far from an adequate description
of the dynamics. At the mean-field level, the in-phase
dynamics of the bright components leads to an effective
net repulsion [16, 21] between them that occurs at large
propagation times (t ' 20) as indicated by the insets in
panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 8. This repulsion along with
the restoring force of the trap is essentially responsible
for the observed phenomenology of the dynamics. On the
other hand (and for t > 3), within the beyond mean-field
approximation, repulsion is evident at the one-body den-
sity level depicted in panels (c) and (d). In particular,
it can be clearly discerned that the first mode (k = 1
in Eq. (5)) features a DB solitonic structure which re-
pels and moves outward [see panels (e) and (f)], while
the second mode [see panels (g) and (h)] acquires a DB
with demonstrable attraction. This inner DB solitonic
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FIG. 8. (Color online) One-body density evolution ρ(1)(x; t)
for the (a) dark and (b) the bright component obtained via
the mean-field, i.e. 1-(1,1), approximation. Insets in both
panels illustrate the long-time evolution of the respective den-
sities, to demonstrate the repulsion between the two DB soli-
tons. (c), (d) The same as above but within the correlated
15-(2,4) approximation. Density evolution of the dominant
species function Ψσ1 for the (e) dark and (f) bright component.
The same as before but for the next-to-dominant Ψσ2 [the
re-summation of higher order contributions
∑
i>2
λiρ
(1),S
i (x)]
species function for the (g) [(i)] dark and (h) [(j)] bright com-
ponent. The species contain ND = 300, NB = 5 atoms while
the trapping frequency and the background chemical poten-
tial correspond to Ω = 0.1, and µ = 6.5, respectively. The
velocity, the inverse widths, the amplitudes and the initial po-
sitions of the DB solitons correspond to u1/c = u2/c = 0.01,
d1 = d2 = 2.0, η1 = η2 = 1.58, and x
0
1 = −2.5 = −x02 respec-
tively.
structure after a first collision at about t ≈ 3.5 seems
to settle at a nearly constant distance from each other
in an effective “bound state”. It is relevant to mention
that in the single-component mean-field realm, such a
bound state is only relevant in the case of out-of-phase
bright structures in the minority component [16, 21]. To
further illustrate this effective bound state, but also to
reveal its multi-orbital nature, in panels (i) and (j) of
Fig. 8 a summation over the higher species function con-
tributions, i.e.
∑
i>2
λiρ
(1),S
i (x), is depicted. As in the case
of fast soliton collisions, a redistribution of mass is ob-
served between the entangled modes illustrated in Fig. 9
(a). Two modes are significantly contributing (possess-
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Evolution of (a) the natural occupa-
tions λi(t), and the natural populations ni(t) for the (b) dark
and (c) bright component of two colliding DBs. The inset
shows on a magnified scale the evolution of the higher-lying
natural occupations λ8(t) to λ15(t). Other parameters used
are the same as in Fig. 8.
ing an occupation higher than 0.1%) during the evolu-
tion, see the corresponding coefficients λ1(t), and λ2(t).
This is in contrast to the fast collision scenario presented
above, where three modes were significantly occupied.
The higher-lying species functions possess negligible oc-
cupations [see the inset in Fig. 9(a)]. Furthermore, the
fragmentation in this velocity regime is less pronounced
for the majority species D but of about 50% for the mi-
nority species B, shown in Fig. 9 (b), (c) respectively.
The respective evolution of the two natural orbitals for
both components is shown in Fig. 10 (a)-(d). Notice,
that once more the picture in terms of orbitals is less
transparent. However, the first orbital can be associ-
ated with the outer DB solitary wave. This observation
is clearly evident in the bright counterpart [see Fig. 10
(b)] and less pronounced in the corresponding dark com-
ponent [see Fig. 10 (a)]. The excitation of the second
orbital predominantly leads to the formation of the inner
soliton. In the latter, traces of attractivity can be iden-
tified over time both in the gradually approaching dark
component, as well as in the periodically merging (and
separating again) bright component. To further elabo-
rate on the resulting dynamics, different instants during
propagation are shown in Fig. 10 (e)-(h). It is observed
that initially the second natural orbital of the majority
species D features a density hump located at the center
of the trap. The respective four orbitals of the minority
species B are all aligned with the two dark solitons of the
first natural orbital of the majority species D [see t1 = 2
top and bottom panels of Fig. 10 (e) and the relevant
inset]. Notice also that the second orbital of the minor-
ity species develops two bright solitons. In particular,
since the first orbital consists of in-phase bright counter-
parts the second orbital (due to orthogonality) generates
out-of-phase brights. It is this latter effect that naturally
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Density evolution of the first natural
orbital for the (a) dark and (b) the bright component. (c), (d)
The same as above but for the second natural orbital. (e), (f),
(g), (h) Profiles of the natural orbitals (see legend) at different
time instants (e) t1 = 2.0, (f) t2 = 3.5, (g) t3 = 4.5 and (h)
t4 = 14.0. For better visibility of the bright component of the
DB solitary waves, we show the insets which zoom into the
center of the trap. Parameter values used are the same as in
Fig. 8.
leads to the formation of the effective “bound state” dis-
cussed above [see also Fig. 8(i)-(j)]. We note here, that
an analogous result was also reported in Ref. [33]. The
respective third natural orbital develops at the same time
density dips. Thus a multi-orbital DB soliton emerges.
At the collision point, shown in Fig. 10 (f), the outer
DB soliton is clearly visible (indicated by black arrows),
and is accompanied by the inner DB structure formed
by the first and second natural orbitals of the majority
species D and predominantly by the second orbital of the
respective bright soliton component. After the collision
event [see t3 = 4.5 Fig. 10 (g)], the outer DBs can be
seen to move outwards. However, a more complicated
picture is drawn by the higher natural orbitals. Namely,
a dark soliton formed in the second orbital of species
D creates an effective potential that traps atoms of the
third orbital of species B around the center of the trap, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 10 (g). The inner DB structure,
indicated by black arrows in the same panel, is aligned
with the two dark solitons formed in the third orbital of
species B, verifying its multi-orbital nature. Finally, at
later times, depicted in Fig. 10 (h), both the outer and
inner DBs are moving towards the boundaries (all four
are indicated by black arrows, although the dark solitons
of the first orbital in the majority component are less
clearly discernible). Furthermore, a DW structure devel-
oped by the two natural orbitals of the majority species
traps the bright solitons formed in the fourth orbital of
species B around the center of the trap. Thus, even in
this case a DWB structure arises.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES
In the present work, we examined the dynamics of one,
as well as of two DB solitons comparing the single-orbital
mean-field approximation with the beyond-mean-field
approximation featuring multiple inter-species modes of
entanglement (and multiple orbitals). A predominant
conclusion is that both the oscillation and the interaction
between solitons appear to lead to their fragmentation
and the population of additional modes (and orbitals).
In the typical case scenario, the fragmentation leads to
the decay of the initial DB solitons and the simultaneous
emergence of an outer DB pertaining to the dominant
mode, and an inner one associated chiefly with the first
subdominant mode. In the process, we could also identify
more complex patterns including, e.g., DWs even within
the orbitals of the same (majority D) species, as well as
patterns reminiscent of dark-antidark structures.
Furthermore, for the single DB soliton dynamics, it has
been shown that the considerations involving momentum
redistribution at the particle level between the modes of
entanglement capture quite accurately the beyond mean-
field decay. Additionally the mean-field DBs were found
to be more robust against decaying upon increasing the
initial velocity. It was also found that the lifetime de-
creases with the particle number imbalance between the
dark and the bright soliton components.
In the case of collisions, as an effect of the interaction
between the constituent DBs, a more involved excita-
tion dynamics when compared to the single DB case is
observed. In particular it is found that both fast and
slow soliton collisions appear rather disparate from their
mean-field analogues as far as the one-body density is
concerned. In the former case, this is due to the inner
DBs featuring a multi-orbital state more pronounced at
the one-body density level. Yet, arguably, slow collisions
are fairly dramatic too in repartitioning the density to
inner, realizing nearly a bound state, and outer solitary
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waves. Particularly this bound state is created due to
the spontaneous emergence of out-of-phase bright soli-
tons building up in the next-to-dominant order species
function for the bright component.
Let us also comment on the corresponding experimen-
tal realization of our setup. DB soliton structures have
already been realized in [18] by utilizing the hyperfine
structure of 87Rb. Moreover, ensembles consisting of
a small number of atoms (∼ 500) have been realized
in [76]. Focusing on 87Rb atoms our dimensionless pa-
rameters can be expressed in dimensional form by as-
suming a transversal trapping frequency ω⊥ = 2pi × 200
Hz. Then, all time scales should be rescaled by 4.09 s
and all length scales by 54.7 µm. This yields an ax-
ial trapping frequency Ω ≈ 2piHz giving an aspect ratio
 = Ωω⊥ = 5 × 10−3. These parameters lie within the
range of applicability of the 1D GP theory according to
the criterion [1] N
α4⊥
α2α2z
= 122 1, where α⊥, αz denote
the oscillator length in the transversal and the axial di-
rection respectively, while α is the 3D s-wave scattering
length. As a conclusion due to the time scales and Fig. 4
showing the suppression of the decay time with increas-
ing number of atoms, the aforementioned effects might
be observed via time of flight imaging in contemporary
experiments that report a BEC lifetime of the order of
tens of seconds [18].
These findings suggest a number of interesting possibil-
ities for future studies. On the one hand, even at the level
of a single species, identifying states involving multiple
orbitals such as some of the case examples presented here
(e.g., the DWs) would be of particular interest. On the
other hand, extending considerations to other contexts,
involving, e.g., a higher number of species, or a higher-
dimensional setting would hold considerable promise. In
particular, in the former spinor setting, there have been
argued to exist dark-dark-bright and dark-bright-bright
solitary waves [77], in which it would be useful to ex-
plore not only the spin-independent collisional features
(as is the case here), but also the spin-dependent ones.
On the other hand, in the higher dimensional setting,
the role of dark solitons is played by vortices [78, 79].
Such “vortex-bright” solitons are on the one hand rather
robust at the mean-field level [78], while also being topo-
logically protected against splitting (of the type observed
here) [79]. Hence, it would be interesting and relevant to
compare/contrast the dynamical scenarios in the latter
case in connection with the former one, and also in light
of recent investigations of vorticity features in repulsive
condensates beyond the mean-field limit [80, 81]. Some
of these directions are currently in progress and will be
reported in future studies.
Appendix A: Initial state preparation
To initialize the DB soliton dynamics we embed the
mean-field solution to the ML-MCTDHB ansatz [see
Eqs. (5), (6)]. The number of particles for each species
ND, NB , the initial positions x
0
j , the velocities uj and
the relative amplitudes
ηj
η1
for the DB solitons are kept
fixed to obtain the corresponding mean-field state. We
initialize the algorithm assuming ansatz values for the
background chemical potential µ(0) and inverse widths
d
(0)
j of the solitons. The structure of the algorithm is
as follows: (a) we obtain the mean-field solution for
the background density of the GP equation for µ(0) and
µ(0) + δµ using the Newton-Krylov algorithm (b) we cal-
culate ND(µ) =
∫
dx|φDµ (x)|2, approximate dNDdµ and up-
date the chemical potential according to the Newton-
Raphson method (c) we iterate (a)-(b) until the number
of particles converges to ND, thus obtaining a new value
for the chemical potential µ(1) (d) we optimize the ampli-
tude of the first soliton η1 utilizing the Newton-Raphson
algorithm (the remaining amplitudes ηj 6=1 and the in-
verse widths dj are fixed due to the specification of the
relative amplitudes
ηj
η1
and Eq. (3)), such that the num-
ber of particles for the bright soliton converges to NB ,
obtaining new values for d
(1)
j . (e) Repeat the above pro-
cess (a)-(d) by initializing with the newly obtained values
of the chemical potential µ(k) and the inverse widths d
(k)
j
until the convergence criterion
1
NS
NS∑
j=1
∣∣∣D(k)j −D(k−1)j ∣∣∣
D
(k−1)
j
< 10−15, (A1)
is reached.
The solutions obtained by the above process are prop-
erly normalized and embedded as the first SPF for each
species D and B. The remaining SPFs are initialized
in a randomly-generated parity-even (for the case of col-
lisions) state and are orthonormalized according to the
Gram-Schmidt algorithm. The first species function for
each species is initialized in the state where all the parti-
cles reside in the corresponding first single particle func-
tion. The remaining species functions allow for excita-
tions in the randomly generated orbitals. Finally, the
total wavefunction is initialized to the state where only
the first species functions for each species is occupied, i.e.
λ1 = 1, and λi 6=1 = 0.
Appendix B: Remarks on Convergence
In the present Appendix we briefly discuss the main
features of our computational method (ML-MCTDHB)
and then demonstrate the convergence of our results.
Within ML-MCTDHB the total many-body wave func-
tion is expanded with respect to a time-dependent vari-
ationally optimized many-body basis. The latter allows
us to obtain converged results with a reduced number of
basis states compared to expansions relying on a time-
independent basis. Also, the symmetry of the bosonic
species is explicitly employed. Finally, the multi-layer
ansatz for the total wave function is based on a coarse-
graining cascade, where strongly correlated degrees of
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Evolution of position variance, for a
collision between two DB solitary waves, using different corre-
lated approximations, the mean-field ansatz and the analyt-
ical result (see legend) in the case of (a) fast velocities with
u1/c = 0.5 and (b) slow velocities with u1/c = 0.01. (c) Time
evolution of the position variance of the center of mass for the
bright component σ2XB (t) calculated for different correlated
approximations, the species mean-field 1-(2,4) and the mean-
field case (see legend). In the inset we show solely σ2XB (t)
within the mean-field approximation. (d) Evolution of the
relative error ∆(t) (see main text) of the one-body density of
the dark component at the “core” of the DB solitary wave
for the dynamics of a single and two DB structures (see leg-
end). (e), (f), (g) One-body density evolution for the fast
oscillation (u1/c = 0.5) of a DB solitary wave within the 1-
(3,4), 10-(3,4) and 10-(2,4) approximations respectively. The
remaining parameter values are the same as in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 8 respectively.
freedom are grouped together and treated as subsystems,
which mutually couple to each other. The latter enables
us to adapt the ansatz to intra- and inter-species correla-
tions and makes ML-MCTDHB a highly flexible tool for
simulating the dynamics of e.g. bipartite systems.
The primitive underlying basis for both the Newton-
Krylov algorithm and the ML-MCTDHB simulations cor-
responds to a sine discrete variable representation (DVR)
with 1200 grid points. The number of species functions
is always kept equal to MD = MB = M . To obtain the
corresponding order of approximation we use a specific
number of species functions M and single particle func-
tions mD = mB (given within the main text). To track
the numerical error and guarantee the accurate perfor-
mance of the numerical integration for the ML-MCTDHB
equations of motion we impose the following overlap cri-
teria |〈Ψ|Ψ〉 − 1| < 10−10 and |〈ϕi|ϕj〉 − δij | < 10−10
for the total wavefunction and the SPFs respectively.
For the same reasons, also, for the two DB soliton dy-
namics we ensured that | 〈ΨMB |Pˆ|ΨMB〉 − 1| < 10−6,
where Pˆ denotes the many-body parity operator, i.e.
PˆΨMB(~xD, ~xB) = ΨMB(−~xD,−~xB).
Next, let us elaborate in more detail on the conver-
gence of our simulations. To demonstrate the level of
our many-body wavefunction truncation scheme we first
show the behaviour of the center-of-mass variance cal-
culated both analytically (see below) and numerically.
Then, we present the relative error at the core of the dark
component (i.e. minimizing the effect of the background)
between the 10-(2,4) and 10-(3,4) approximations i.e. by
adding one more SPF in the dark component. We remark
that the harmonic oscillator potential allows for the sep-
aration of the center of mass (CM), R = 1N
∑
i xi, from
the relative coordinates ri = xi+1 − xi. This separation
enables to reduce the N -body (N = ND + NB) inter-
acting problem to an interacting N − 1-body problem in
the relative coordinates, and a non-interacting one for
the CM coordinate. Then the many-body Hamiltonian
reads
Hˆ = HR +
ND+NB−1∑
i=1
Hri , (B1)
where HR = − 12N d
2
dR2 +
1
2Nmω
2R2 is the single par-
ticle harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian of the center of
mass, and Hri is the interaction Hamiltonian in the rel-
ative coordinates. However, our calculations within ML-
MCTDHB have been performed in the lab frame and as
a consequence do not utilize the aforementioned sepa-
ration of variables. Note that the ML-MCTDHB ansatz
(as well as the corresponding mean-field ansatz) does not
trivially respect the separation between the CM and rel-
ative frame. However, as we shall show below our re-
sults can capture the decoupling of the CM motion for
the entire ND + NB bosonic cloud. To judge about rel-
ative deviations of the ML-MCTDHB propagation with
the full Schro¨dinger equation (and consequently about
convergence) we compare the ML-MCTDHB obtained
evolution of the center of mass coordinate to the ana-
lytical one. Since we are interested only in the one and
two-body densities we are able to calculate the first and
second statistical moments of the center of mass. The
second moment of the CM position (position variance)
reads
σ2R(t) =
ND〈x2D〉(t) +NB〈x2B〉(t)
(ND +NB)2
+
ND(ND − 1)
(ND +NB)2
〈xDx′D〉(t) +
2NDNB
(ND +NB)2
〈xDx′B〉(t)
+
NB(NB − 1)
(ND +NB)2
〈xBx′B〉(t)−
(
ND〈xD〉(t) +NB〈xB〉(t)
ND +NB
)2
,
(B2)
where 〈xi〉 denotes the mean position of the i-th species
and 〈xix′j〉 refers to the two-body spatial moment of the
position of particles of species i and j respectively [82,
83].
By using the Ehrenfest theorem on the center of mass
Hamiltonian HR we obtain the exact evolution of the CM
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position variance
σ2R(t) =
[〈R2〉(0)− 〈R2〉(0)] cos2 ωt
+
1
ω2
[〈P 2〉(0)− 〈P 2〉(0)] sin2 ωt
+
1
2ω
〈RP + PR〉(0) sin 2ωt
− 1
ω
〈R〉(0)〈P 〉(0) sin 2ωt.
(B3)
R, P denote the spatial coordinate and the momentum
operators acting on the CM degree of freedom. This lat-
ter expression offers the opportunity to directly measure
the deviation between the correlated approach, the mean-
field ansatz, and the analytical result [84]. To expose this
deviation we numerically calculate the position variance
(using different number of orbitals or species functions)
and compare with Eq. (B3). This comparison is shown,
for the case of a collision between two DBs, in Fig. 11
(a), (b) for fast (u/c = 0.5) and slow (u/c = 0.01) ve-
locities respectively. As it can be seen all the correlated
obtained results follow the behaviour of the analytical
result and therefore can be considered trustworthy. The
observed deviation at long propagation times is of the
order of 0.1% lying within the numerical error of the lat-
tice discretization 0.6%. Note that increasing the num-
ber of SPFs the correlated approach (see e.g. the 15-
(2,4) approximation) tends to a better agreement with
the analytical result. As expected, the mean-field result
(when compared to the correlated approximation) pos-
sesses a larger deviation with the analytics. Also the
case of slow velocities shows a comparatively larger de-
viation (than the case of fast velocities) as it possesses a
larger amount of depletion. Next, we illustrate the con-
vergence of our numerical results for another two-body
observable, namely the position variance for the CM of
the bright soliton
σ2XB (t) = 〈ΨMB(t)|(XB)2|ΨMB(t)〉
− 〈ΨMB(t)|XB |ΨMB(t)〉2 ,
(B4)
where XB = (1/NB)
(
xB1 + ...+ x
B
NB
)
and (XB)2 =
(1/NB)
∑NB
i (x
B
i )
2 +(2/NB)
∑
i<j x
B
i x
B
j . Note here that
due to the coupling of the CM of the B component with
the entirety of the D component no analytic form can be
extracted for σ2XB (t). Fig. 11 (c) presents σ
2
XB (t) for an
increasing number of species functions and/or number of
SPFs of both the dark and bright component. As it can
be seen the CM for the bright soliton expands during the
evolution both within the mean-field (see also the inset)
and within the correlated approximation. However, in
the correlated case the expansion possesses a larger am-
plitude when compared to the mean-field approximation.
On the convergence side, as shown for increasing num-
ber of entanglement modes M the corresponding σ2XB (t)
graphs are almost indistinguishable (see brown dashed
and light blue lines respectively). It is important to note
here that the species mean-field case 1-(2,4) differs sig-
nificantly from the case 15-(2,4). The latter signals the
necessity for the inclusion of entanglement modes M in
order to fairly capture the DB soliton dynamics (see also
below). At the same time, the near-coincidence of the dif-
ferent graphs with the number of modes used is a strong
indication of the convergence and the trustworthiness of
our results.
Note that within the current calculations we do not
ensure the convergence of the ML-MCTDHB simula-
tions at the level of the (ND + NB)-body wavefunction,
as such investigations are computationally prohibitive
for the large particle numbers considered here. How-
ever, we showcase the robustness of the emerging struc-
tures in the beyond mean-field dynamics for lower or-
der properties e.g. the one-body density matrix and
related one-body quantities. To demonstrate the order
of approximation of our results we present the evolu-
tion of the relative error integrated within the “core”
of the dark soliton. In particular, we calculate the rela-
tive one-body density difference of the dark component
∆(t) = 1L
∫
R
dx
∣∣∣ρ(1),D10−(2,4)(x;t)−ρ(1),D10−(3,4)(x;t)∣∣∣
ρ
(1),D
10−(3,4)(x;t)
, where the do-
main R is such that x ∈ [−10, 10] and refers to the “core”
of the dark component; L = 20 is the length of the inte-
grated domain R. More precisely, here, we compare the
approximations 10-(2,4) and 10-(3,4), i.e. we include one
more SPF in the dark components, thus enlarging the
available Hilbert space (HDB) for the simulation by tak-
ing into account 462370 coefficients (in contrast to the
10800 used in the 10 − (2, 4) case). Fig. 11 (c) shows
∆(t) for the oscillation of a DB solitary wave and the
cases of both slow and fast collisions between two DBs
respectively. As can be seen, for the oscillation of a DB
solitary wave ∆(t) before the decay (i.e. t < tD) lies
below 2%, while for t > tD it increases in a linear man-
ner up to 6%. On the other hand, for the case of a slow
collision between two DBs ∆(t) increases during the evo-
lution reaching a maximum value of the order of 8.5%
during the decay process, while after the decay ∆(t) de-
creases to 5%. For the fast soliton collision the respective
error reaches a maximum value of about 5%. Finally, in
Figs. 11 (d), (e), (f) we present the one-body density
evolution of the dark component for the case of a fast
oscillation of a DB solitary wave for different approxima-
tions, namely 1-(3,4), 10-(3,4) and 10-(2,4) respectively.
It is observed that in the species mean-field case, i.e.
1-(3,4) approximation, the two DB structures after the
decay produce a jet-like structure and all DB entities
are lost. The latter indicates the inescapable necessity
of taking more than one species functions for the de-
scribed excitation dynamics, due to the emergence of the
inter-species modes of entanglement. The convergence of
our results for a given number of SPFs (mD,mB) and
increasing number of M is observed, verifying that the
nature of excitations does not change for increasing num-
ber of available inter-species modes of entanglement M .
On the other hand, by inspecting the dynamics within
the approximations 10-(2,4) and 10-(3,4) we observe a
similar qualitative behaviour (confirming also the above
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described relative error [see Fig. 11 (c)]) before and after
the decay process. Similar investigations have also been
performed with respect to the bright component SPFs
(mB) not included here for brevity reasons.
Finally, we remark that most of the presented results
have been performed within the 15-(2,4) approximation
(i.e. using 12780 coefficients), which according to the
aforementioned criteria is an adequate approximation for
the description of the induced dynamics at the one-body
density level. Summarizing, we have observed the same
emerging structures during the dynamics for all of the
presented orbital/species functions combinations except
for the species mean field case (namely the 1-(3,4) ap-
proximation).
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